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Abstract
Spin-exchange optical pumping (SEOP) can enhance the NMR sensitivity of
noble gases by up to five orders of magnitude at Tesla-strength magnetic fields.
SEOP-generated hyperpolarised (HP) 129Xe is a promising contrast agent for
lung imaging but an ongoing barrier to widespread clinical usage has been eco-
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nomical production of sufficient quantities with high 129Xe polarisation. Here,
the ‘standard model’ of SEOP, which was previously used in the optimisation of
continuous-flow 129Xe polarisers, is modified for validation against two Xe-rich
stopped-flow SEOP datasets. We use this model to examine ways to increase
HP Xe production efficiency in stopped-flow 129Xe polarisers and provide fur-
ther insight into the underlying physics of Xe-rich stopped-flow SEOP at high
laser fluxes.
Keywords: xenon, SEOP, lung imaging, hyperpolarised
1. Introduction
Spin-exchange optical pumping (SEOP), a method of nuclear spin hyper-
polarisation,[1, 2] can be used to enhance the NMR detection sensitivity of noble
gases by up to five orders of magnitude at Tesla-strength magnetic fields.[3] No-
ble gas isotopes polarised by SEOP include 21Ne, [4] 83Kr,[5] 131Xe,[6] 131mXe,[7]5
3He,[8] and 129Xe.[1, 2, 3] For biomedical applications, hyperpolarised (HP)
129Xe has emerged as a versatile and viable agent, with current MR based
biomedical applications and drivers for the technology including lung imaging,[9,
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] brain imaging,[17, 18, 19] the study of brown adipose
tissue (BAT),[20] and various functionalised host-guest biosensors,[21, 22, 23,10
24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] a number of which are currently reaching a
high level of maturity in in vitro studies of disease.[33, 34] Each of these applica-
tions take advantage of various properties of 129Xe including its moderate tissue
solubility, exquisite chemical shift sensitivity, avidity for binding to proteins and
other molecular hosts, its lipophilic tendencies, non-toxic nature, and sufficiently15
long in vivo T1 relaxation times that permit delivery to distal tissues–all of which
have been discussed previously in a number of reviews.[35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40]
Production of HP 129Xe by SEOP begins with the optical pumping of al-
kali metal (typically Rb) valence electrons using circularly polarised light res-
onant at the D1 transition. This process quickly leads to a highly polarised20



































































through a combination of binary and molecular van der Waals (vdW) colli-
sions wherein spin-exchange occurs, mediated by the Fermi contact hyperfine
interaction.[41, 35, 3, 42, 2]
A major barrier to generating high 129Xe polarisations at high concentrations25
- of particular value for lung imaging - is the high rate of Xe-induced Rb spin
order destruction (hereafter referred to as spin destruction (SD)) that scales
with Xe density. [3] Continuous-flow (CF) polarisers - the original method for
producing large (∼litre) quantities of polarised 129Xe [43] - usually approach this
issue by polarising at low Xe concentrations (i.e. typically 1 or 2% of the gas mix,30
with helium forming the dominant part because of its low SD rate.[44, 43, 45, 46,
47, 48] See Ref [49] for a notable exception), using cryogenic separation methods
to increase the HP Xe concentration post-SEOP.[43] Historically however, this
method has not produced the 129Xe polarisations predicted by theory e.g. with
Norquay et al. producing 12% polarisation against a predicted 24% during an35
optimisation study,[45] among other cases.[43, 47]
In 2014, this discrepancy between theory and experiment in the CF ap-
proach was addressed by Freeman et al. [46] after they hypothesized that the
continuous flow of a cold noble gas over molten Rb may inherently promote the
formation of deleterious Rb clusters within the optical pumping (OP) cell.[46]40
The Rb clusters were expected to impact the system by depolarising both the
Rb and Xe spins, and by scattering the incident light of the OP laser. Addition-
ally, it was anticipated that the use of high resonant flux at the D1 transition
may accelerate Rb cluster formation.[46] By incorporating Rb clusters into the
existing theoretical framework,[50, 45] the authors were able to more accurately45
model CF SEOP over a range of OP cell sizes and a range of laser linewidths.[46]
Additionally, after modifying the experiment to minimise the formation of the
clusters - primarily via a Rb pre-saturator (precedent for which existed with
the rationale that it maintains a more stable Rb density [44]) - they were able
to substantially improve their production rates and bring PXe performance in50
line with the model. While Rb clusters have yet to be detected in situ,[51] that



































































polarisers, and a pathway through which to improve performance.
Clinical-scale Xe-rich stopped-flow (SF) SEOP, an alternate approach to pro-
ducing large volumes of HP 129Xe, is now well-established in the literature,[52,55
53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58] and has been used to produce very high PXe values
(up to 90.9% ± 5.2% [53]) - even at high Xe concentrations i.e. 74% ± 7%
at 1000 Torr,[55] despite the prevailing high rates of Xe-induced SD. At the
cost of having the HP Xe diluted by the presence of buffer gases (which are
minimised for Xe-rich gas mixtures), the ability to avoid cryo-collection makes60
SEOP devices simpler and easier to automate, and reduces the concern of 129Xe
hyperpolarisation depletion during storage or phase changes. SF SEOP has been
modelled previously (e.g., [59, 60]), but rarely in the Xe-rich regime,[61, 62] par-
ticularly in the context of optical pumping with high resonant flux. Here, two
sets of simulations of SF SEOP - hereafter referred to as ‘Sim1’ and ‘Sim2’ -65
are presented and compared to two literature datasets. Sim1[61, 62] is a 2D
(z, r) Mathematica-based approach that was originally conducted to aid inter-
pretation of our collaboration’s initial SF results[52] (dubbed ‘Dataset1’ in this
contribution). Sim2 is a 1D (z) Python-based approach that draws on the theo-
retical framework used in the optimisation of the CF 129Xe polarisers described70
above.[45, 46] In the present work, both Sim1 and Sim2 are used to model
Dataset1;[52] Sim2 alone is used to model ‘Dataset2’, which are the experi-
mental results of a multi-parameter optimisation study using our consortium’s
‘XeUS’ SF polariser.[56]
Sim1 and Sim2 are found to provide excellent qualitative and quantitative75
descriptions of Xe-rich SF SEOP, including the inverse relationship between the
optimal (externally measured) cell temperature for SEOP (Topt) and Xe density
([Xe]) that characterises this regime - an effect that was previously exploited
to achieve high polarisations.[52, 56] Furthermore, Sim2 results revealed that
under certain conditions the simulations trended towards a ‘universally optimal’80
amount of laser absorption at Pmax, and these results may i) help provide both
an explanation for the observed interplay of laser linewidth, Topt, and [Xe],



































































provide a new way to quickly optimise SF polarisers. Finally, the validated Sim2
is used to investigate how to modify the design and operation of clinical-scale85
SF polarisers to further improve their performance. Simulations considered cell
temperature, cell geometry, laser linewidth, laser power, gas mixture, and gas
pressure, with results including that reduction of laser linewidth (and therefore
increasing resonant intensity) improves PXe disproportionately more at higher
[Xe].90
2. Theory
A theoretical framework for SEOP by Wagshul and Chupp[50] was updated
and used as the basis for modelling of CF polarisers by Norquay et al. in 2013,
[45] with Freeman et al. introducing the Rb cluster terms in 2014.[46] Sim2 is
based largely on these models, and as such the pertinent aspects are recounted95
here. Sim1 drew on earlier literature sources, detailed at the end of the theory
section.
2.1. Optical Pumping
The optical pumping rate, γOP, is dependent on the overlap of the Rb ab-
sorption cross section, σs, and the photon flux of the laser, Φ, as it traverses




σs is commonly approximated with a Lorentzian line-shape
3 that varies as a
function of frequency, ν, in the following way:
σs(ν) = σ0
Γ2Rb
4(ν − νD1)2 + Γ2Rb
, (2)
where ΓRb is the FWHM of the pressure-broadened Rb cross section which has
an (air-referenced) centre frequency νD1 of c/794.77 nm.[64] The peak amplitude
3Out of simplicity, deviations from a Lorentzian line-shape of the Rb absorption profile[63]








































































where re is the classical electron radius, c is the speed of light, and f is the
oscillator strength of the D1 transition, which has been shown to have a value100
of 0.337.[65, 45]
Xe, N2, and He - gases often present in SEOP OP cells - pressure-broaden
the Rb transition at different rates. These values were measured by Romalis et
al. to be 18.9, 17.8, and 18 GHz/amagat for 129Xe, N2, and He, respectively.[63]
The total broadening in the presence of all three gases is thus:
ΓRb[GHz] = 18.9[Xe] + 17.8[N2] + 18.0[He], (4)
where square brackets indicate the density of the gas in amagats.
The spectral profile of the laser was approximated with a Gaussian line-shape





where νLas is the centre frequency of the laser, ΓLas is the standard deviation








where h is the Planck constant, P is the power, and A is the area of laser
illumination which is assumed here to be equal to the cross sectional area of the
OP cell. The photon flux Φ through the OP cell has been estimated as:[45]
Φ(z, ν) = I(ν)e[−λ
−1(z,ν)z], (7)
where λ−1 is the position-dependent absorption length. For a cell illuminated
by a circularly polarised beam of positive helicity σ+, λ−1 is defined as:[50]
λ−1(z, ν) = σs(ν)[Rb](1− PRb(z)), (8)







































































Table 1: Gas-specific binary SD rates as used in Sim1 and Sim2. Units are cm3 s−1
Cross section Sim1 value Sim2 value
κRb-RbSD - 4.2 × 10−13 [67]
κRb-HeSD - 3.45 × 10−19(T/298 K)4.26 [67]
κRb-N2SD 9.4 × 10
−18 [68] 3.44 × 10−18(T/298 K)3 [69]
κRb-XeSD 5.2 × 10−15 [70] 6.02 × 10−15(T/298 K)1.17 [71]
in which [Rb] is the Rb vapour number density in cm−3 and PRb(z) is the







where T is the temperature in Kelvin.
2.2. Rubidium Polarisation
The Rb polarisation, PRb(z), is a function of the optical pumping rate,
γOP(z, ν), and the Rb spin destruction ΓSD:
PRb(z) =
γOP(z, ν)
γOP(z, ν) + ΓSD
. (10)
Away from the walls of the OP cell, ΓSD can occur by two mechanisms: (1)
binary collisions with atoms or (2) via the formation of short-lived Rb-Xe vdW







where κRb-iSD is the Rb SD cross section for Rb binary collisions with each of the105
gas atoms present in the cell, and [Gi] is the atomic number density of each gas.














































































where square brackets indicate gas number density in m−3. Gathering expres-







The Rb-Xe spin-exchange (SE) rate, γSE, is the sum of binary and vdW











) + κRb-XeSE )[Rb] (14)
= (κvdWSE + κ
BC
SE )[Rb], (15)
where ξi is the vdW rate for each gas atom, with number density again given by
[Gi]. The vdW rates are in Table 2. κ
BC
SE is the binary collision SE cross section110
and has been reported to be 2.17× 10−16 cm3s−1.[75, 45]
In a CF SEOP polariser, the nuclear spin polarisation of 129Xe generated





5based on works by Ruset[72] and Nelson et al.[71]
Table 2: Gas-specific vdW rates (used only in Sim2)









































































where tres is the average amount of time Xe atoms spend in the OP cell as
they flow from the gas cylinder to the cold finger, Γ is the 129Xe SD rate, and
〈PRb〉 is the spatially averaged Rb polarisation within the OP cell. In most
CF SEOP setups, Γ is dominated by wall relaxation and equal to 1T1 , therefore115
experimentally measured in-cell T1 values can be used in the simulations to
calculate Γ.
In SF SEOP, the SEOP gas mixture is held static within the OP cell, there-





and the 129Xe nuclear spin polarisation PXe will reach steady state as t tends to








Note that γSE + Γ is equal to–and quoted as–γSEOP in a number of publica-
tions.
2.4. Alternative Equation Forms Used in Sim1120
Sim1 is an earlier simulation that used alternative forms for a number of the
equations given above and these are detailed here. For the calculation of the
D1 linewidth a lineshift contribution was also considered:[63]
νD1 [GHz] = 377107.4− 8.5[N2]− 5.05[Xe] + 4.3[He], (19)
where the number densities of the gas species are in amagats. Line broadening
(cf. eqn 4) was calculated as:
ΓRb[GHz] = 0.04− 18.9[Xe] + 17.8[N2] + 18.0[He]. (20)
[Rb] (cf. eqn 9) was calculated via:
PV [Torr] = 10



































































with T given in Kelvin and PV standing for Rb vapour pressure. A comparison
plot of eqns (9) & (21) is available in the ESI. Rb SD (cf. eqns 12 & 13) was
determined without the vdW contribution:
ΓSD = κ
Rb-Xe
SD [Xe] + κ
Rb−N2
SD [N2], (22)
using temperature independent binary cross section values of κRb-XeSD = 5.2 ×
10−15 cm3s−1 and κRb−N2SD = 9.4× 10−18 cm3s−1, introduced by Bouchiat et al.
and Wagshul et al. respectively.[70, 68]








where 〈σν〉= 3.7×10−16 cm3s−1 is the velocity-averaged binary SE cross section,
γM = 2.94 × 104 s−1 is an experimentally determined constant, ζ = 0.1791 is125
a value that corresponds to Rb isotope distribution, and br = 0.275[N2]/[Xe]
is a correction factor to account for the differential capacity of N2 to facilitate
formation and break-up of vdW complexes compared to Xe.[73]
3. Methods
3.1. Dataset1130
To collect Dataset1,[52] 129Xe NMR signal intensity was measured as a func-
tion of external cell temperature (Tcell) and [Xe] using low-field in situ NMR
spectroscopy. [Xe] ranged from 50-1400 Torr. Gas mixes were backfilled with N2
to 2000 Torr total pressure at loading and contained in a 1” diameter cylindrical
‘Rosen’ style OP cell [60] with 75 cc inner cell volume. The B0-field (32 G) was135
generated using a Helmholtz coil pair of 22” inner diameter and a Magritek
Aurora NMR spectrometer was used for low-field NMR (129Xe frequency: 37.5
kHz).
OP was performed using a TEC-cooled prototype ‘Comet’ fixed-frequency
laser diode array (LDA). [76] Output at the OP cell was ∼29 W with a spec-140



































































driven to have a ‘blue-side’ spectral offset from the Rb D1 line to achieve max-
imum PXe under those conditions.[76] The LDA was fibre-coupled to the OP
cell and a binocular circular polariser box (Coherent) which yielded a 85/15
straight/angled beam ratio was used to circularly polarise the light. A 2” mir-145
ror was present behind the cell to retro-reflect excess transmitted laser light
back into the OP cell. This practice was found to provide up to a ∼29% ‘free’
increase in PXe (under nominal conditions; dependent on Tcell).[77]
3.2. Dataset2
For Dataset2,[56] 129Xe NMR signal intensity was measured as a function150
of Tcell, [Xe] (275 to 2000 Torr Xe, backfilled with N2), and laser power (100,
125, 142 and 170 W). The laser had a spectral width of 0.3 nm and was cen-
tered at 794.8 nm. The measurements were made on board a clinical-scale
polariser that has been described previously.[56, 55] A Magritek Kea2 low-field
NMR spectrometer was used to perform in situ NMR polarimetry at 47 kHz.155
The resulting 129Xe spectra were calibrated against a doped (10 mM CuSO4),
thermally polarised water 1H NMR spectrum (acquired with 200,000 averages)
that was obtained at the same frequency and in a vessel of the same shape and
volume (2”-diameter (500 cc) cell).[56]
Once steady-state 129Xe polarisation curves were obtained, γSEOP ( = γSE +160
Γ) values were extracted by fitting the data to eqn (17). After SEOP, in-cell
room-temperature (rt) measurements of T1 were made by quickly cooling the
OP cell down to rt (to minimise the Rb gas-phase concentration), turning off
the laser, and acquiring in situ NMR spectra while PXe decayed.
3.3. Sim1165
Sim1 simulations were performed using Mathematica (version 8.0.0.0) on a
PC. For a given simulation, D1 spectral width and center were calculated via
eqns (19) and (20) with a Lorentzian frequency distribution. The simulated
laser output was kept centered on the Rb D1 line with a variable spectral width



































































Figure 1: Three selected simulation plots of PRb from Sim1: 10, 150, and 1400 Torr Xe with
constant Tcell and total cell pressure (400 K and 2000 Torr). Each plot was generated with an
input radial resolution of 200 with 199 total recursions representing the Rb cell polarisation at
any one azimuthal angle. These values were then cylindrically integrated to estimate average
Rb polarisation, 〈PRb〉, throughout the cell.[62]
the front of the cell, Φ, was amplitude-modulated in space using a flat ‘top-hat’
cross-sectional profile and modelled to decay with a Gaussian spatial profile
near the cell walls (see Fig. 1). [Rb] was determined solely based on eqn (21),
and was kept homogeneous throughout the cell as no temperature gradients
were included in the simulations. Only binary mixtures of Xe and N2 were175
considered. [Xe] and [N2] were determined assuming ideal gases loaded at 293
K.
PRb at a given position in the cell was determined as an instantaneous func-
tion of light flux according to eqn (10). Light propagation through the cell
cannot be calculated directly using Beer’s law because polarised Rb atoms [↑]
are transparent to circularly polarised light; therefore, light absorption must







































































Light flux at a given position within the cell was calculated based on a finite
number (∼200-300) of discrete modified ‘Beer’s cell layers’, where γOP in the
first Beer’s cell layer was calculated using eqn (7) with the integration imple-180
mented by Riemann sum using 100-300 steps over ±250 GHz from center (∼10
x FWHM), and used to calculate: i) the PRb value assigned to the first layer as
a function of position across the face of the cell, ii) the resulting light attenua-
tion, and iii) [↓] for the next ‘Beer’s cell layer’. The attenuated input flux Φ1 is
then applied to the next layer (one step deeper into the cell) and that process185
is repeated over a total of 100-300 layers in the cell. Finally, the calculated PRb
values can then be volume-averaged across the cell for the quantity 〈PRb〉 used
to calculate PXe. Example output of such calculations can be seen in Fig. 1.
3.4. Sim2
Sim2 was written in Python (2.7.13) using the freely available Spyder editor190
(3.0.2) as contained in the Anaconda distribution. For a given simulation, the
Rb D1 was modelled to experience pressure broadening as given in eqn (4) and
assumed a Lorentzian spectral profile (eqn (2)). Lineshift was not simulated,
and the laser line - modelled with a Gaussian profile (eqn (5)) - was centred on
the D1 transition at 794.77 nm. Incident light is assumed to be 100% polarised.195
A 1D cell was assumed (z), equivalent to considering the laser to have no cross-
sectional variation in intensity. [Rb] was calculated via eqn (9) and was modelled
as constant throughout the cell. Binary mixtures of Xe and N2 were considered
in the simulation of Dataset1 and Dataset2. He was included in later exploratory
simulations of Dataset2. [Xe], [N2], and [He] were determined assuming ideal200
gases loaded at 293 K.
Due to the fact that PRb and γOP are functions of each other [PRb depends
on γOP by eqn (10), and γOP depends on PRb by eqns (1), (7) and (8)], 〈PRb〉



































































(7), and (8) were combined to give the following integral [in accordance with205
eqn (1)] and solved numerically using the Trapezoid rule over a given frequency











4(ν − νD1)2 + Γ2Rb
dν, (25)
where νmin = νLas − 5ΓLas and νmax = νLas + 5ΓLas.
To calculate a cell averaged PRb value, an initial ‘guess’ (PRb = 0) is firstly
substituted into eqn (25) for z = 0. An output value of PRb is calculated for210
the given experimental conditions. The new value is then compared to the
initial PRb value (the guess). If the difference between the values is greater
than 1× 10−8, the equilibrium function condition is not satisfied, and the new
PRb value is fed back into the calculation in place of the previous value and
a further new PRb is calculated. This process continues until the equilibrium215
condition is satisfied, at which point the value is accepted as the true PRb value
for z = 0. The resulting PRb is then used as the initial guess for the next z and
the process is repeated for the length of the OP cell which is divided into 300
discrete z values. The 300 PRb(z) points are averaged to obtain the spatially
averaged PRb value, 〈PRb〉, as used in the calculation of PXe.220
3.4.1. Exploratory Simulations with Sim2
For the exploratory simulations of Dataset2, modifications to the OP cell
geometry, gas mix composition, laser linewidth, and/or total cell pressure were
made within Sim2. The modified parameters used for the OP cell geometry
(Figs. 9 & 10) and laser linewidth (Figs. 9, 10 & 11) are shown in Table225
3. For simulations including He (Fig. 10), the gas mix was modified such
that He constituted 90% of the buffer gas balance that would otherwise be
completely N2. For simulations with a modified geometry, in-cell T1 relaxation
was scaled according to the surface-area to volume (S/V) ratio. For simulations
that modulated the total gas pressure (Figs. 9 & 11), the constituent gases230





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































modifications were simulated simultaneously (e.g., a 3” cell, with He, and a
0.015 nm FWHM laser - Fig. 10). Simulations at 0.015 nm were performed due
to the recent emergence of lasers with this linewidth at the Rb D1.
3.5. Phenomena Not Modelled235
Rb cluster terms were not included in Sim1 or Sim2 because the previ-
ously calculated higher efficiencies of the SF polarisers do not indicate a loss
pattern that could be explained by Rb clusters;[54] furthermore, flow condi-
tions suspected of driving Rb cluster formation[46] are absent in SF polaris-
ers. Other effects not incorporated include: Collision-induced Rb spectral line240
asymmetries (that have their own dependencies on gas partial pressures and
temperatures [63]); choice of alkali metal besides Rb;[78, 79] gas motion from
either diffusion or convection;[59] any potential effects of laser detuning;[80] or
greatly elevated gas temperatures that have been observed via in-situ Raman
spectroscopy.[81, 82, 83]245
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Comparison of Sim1 and Sim2 to Dataset1
Fig. 2(a) summarises Dataset1: the results of the SEOP experiments where
the Xe-rich SF regime was first probed under high resonant flux conditions.[52]
129Xe NMR signal intensity is plotted as a function of Tcell for the gas mixes250
investigated: 50, 100, 300, 500, 950, 1400 Torr Xe, each backfilled to 2000 Torr
with N2. The maximum signal intensity for each gas mix occurs at a different
Tcell value, and as [Xe] increases, its respective peak value was observed to shift
to lower temperatures. This inverse relationship can be seen more clearly in Fig.
2(d) - a plot of optimal temperature, Topt, against [Xe]. Figs. 2(b) and (c) show255
the results of Sim1 and Sim2, respectively, for these experimental conditions.
For Sim1 and Sim2, the product of the PXe and [Xe] is plotted, proportional to
the NMR signal intensity, as is shown for Dataset1 in (a).
Sim1 and Sim2 quantitatively recapture much of the inverse relationship
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Figure 2: Dataset1 and corresponding Sim1 and Sim2 simulations. (a) HP 129Xe NMR signal
intensity as a function of Tcell for 50, 100, 300, 500, 950, and 1400 Torr of Xe, back filled to 2000
Torr with N2 in a L = 15 cm, r = 1.27 cm OP cell illuminated with a 29 W, 0.27 nm FWHM
laser at 794.66 nm. In-cell T1 = 0.16 hrs. Sim1 and Sim2 simulation results appear in (b)
and (c) respectively. (d) Simulated and experimental optimal temperature, Topt, plotted as a
function of [Xe]. Dataset1 in (a) reproduced with permission from reference[52]. Simulations



































































Dataset1 (of 30 ◦C at its worst) that is likely explained by a difference between
the true gas temperature within the OP cell and that measured experimentally
using a thermocouple at the cell exterior. The reality is that within the cell a
range of temperatures exist - extreme temperatures under some conditions,[58]
driving convective or turbulent flow patterns that have been observed with Ra-265
man spectroscopy.[81] But the agreement shown here indicates that even a sim-
plistic 1D model is able to provide an adequate description of the prevailing
SEOP physics under the high-[Xe], high-photon-flux SF regime when averaging
over the entire cell. As an aside, there have been instances where PXe has been
greater at higher [Xe] than at lower [Xe].[76, 52] This experimental result was270
not reproduced by either simulation.
The overall inverse temperature trend can be explained in terms of the Xe-
induced Rb SD rate which is mediated by the Xe-Rb spin-rotation interaction:
Higher [Xe] results in greater rates of Xe-induced Rb SD, which in turn increases
opacity in the OP cell. By reducing the OP cell temperature at higher [Xe],275
[Rb] is reduced, leading to an increase in photon flux throughout the cell and
thus increased PRb and PXe values, albeit at the expense of γSEOP. In the limit
where the in-cell 129Xe T1 is long (approaching infinity), optimising the ‘photon-
to-[Rb] ratio’ is central to achieving a high PXe value. In separate simulations
with Sim1, the same trends with only a slight temperature shift were borne out280
when the 3-body contributions were removed, further emphasising the central
role of the photon-to-[Rb] ratio. In experiments, the effect was also found to be
independent from [N2] and the xenon nuclear spin destruction rate.[58]
4.2. Investigations of Laser Linewidth Effects Using Sim1 and Sim2
By considering PXe as a function of laser linewidth, the results from the285
Sim1 and Sim2 simulations in Figs. 3 and 4 provide insight into how Xe-rich
mixes can perform so well in spite of the high accompanying rate of Rb SD, and
provide further support to the importance of optimizing the ‘photon-to-[Rb]’
ratio. Both simulations indicate that as the spectral linewidth of the laser is



































































decrease; PXe also becomes less sensitive to T , as manifested by the broadening
distributions. Looking at it the other way, as PXe becomes more sensitive to
T as the laser linewidth is reduced, richer [Xe] mixes enjoy a disproportionally
greater gain in signal intensity. The effect at the highest Xe densities is striking:
note particularly the 1500 Torr mix, which sees PXe increase from ∼1% to almost295
10% and 20% in Sim1 and Sim2 respectively as the spectral linewidth is reduced
from 10 nm to 0.25 nm FWHM. This disproportionally greater gain in PXe at
higher [Xe] is because there is more potential at higher [Xe] to recover PXe by
reducing T (reducing the Rb density), countering the Rb-SD induced optical
opacity that causes PRb – and consequently PXe – to plummet.300
The Pmax values of the lowest two Sim2 [Xe] curves peak sharply in the
0.25 nm FWHM simulations. Likely origins for this ‘effect’ include (i) the ‘sim-
plistic’ 1D nature of the model combined with (ii) performing the simulations
at the ‘extreme’ conditions of very narrow laser spectral widths, and with (iii)
the assumption of 100% polarised light; under these conditions, we are closer305
to the limit of effectively zero Xe-induced Rb spin destruction, so the effect of
narrowing the laser linewidth (and coupling increasingly to the Rb D1 and the
temperature dependent Rb vapour density) dominates the behaviour of both
PRb and PXe. Indeed, there is a sharp transition from complete in-cell opti-
cal transparency to partial transparency as Tcell is increased, which manifests310
here as a sharpening spike in the PXe curves in the upper right hand corner
of Fig. 3. This effect is apparent in Sim2 (a 1D model) and not in Sim1 (a
2D model), because Sim1 also includes a polarised-light attenuation function at
the walls, reducing susceptibility to this effect under such extreme conditions.
Implementing a lower incident light polarisation in Sim2 (e.g. ∼95%) corre-315
spondingly softens the PXe curves. (Similar behaviour is apparent later in some
Sim2 simulations of Dataset2 conditions with extreme laser narrowing to 0.015
nm FWHM; cf. Fig. 9).
Fig. 4 summarises the Topt behaviour across these simulated data sets. Al-
though normalised differently, both sets of simulations show increased sensitivity320




































































































































Figure 3: Simulations of SF SEOP as a function of OP laser linewidth (0.25, 3, 10 nm FWHM)
for seven Xe:N2 gas mixes: 10, 25, 75, 150, 400, 1000 and 1500 Torr Xe, back-filled to 2000
Torr with N2 in a L = 15 cm, r = 1.27 cm OP cell illuminated with a 29 W laser. Simulated
laser and D1 spectral lines were aligned in both simulations. In-cell T1 = 0.16 hrs. As the laser
linewidth increases, Pmax for a given gas mix drops, and the distribution (particularly its peak,
Topt) becomes less sensitive to T . Topt decreases with increasing [Xe], and the polarisation
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Figure 4: Comparison of Topt behaviour for Sim1 and Sim2 as a function of laser linewidth (cf.
Fig. 2(d)) for seven Xe:N2 gas mixes: 10, 25, 75, 150, 400, 1000 and 1500 Torr Xe, back-filled
to 2000 Torr with N2 in a L = 15 cm, r = 1.27 cm OP cell illuminated with a 29 W laser.
Simulated laser and D1 spectral lines were aligned in both simulations. In-cell T1 = 0.16 hrs.
In both Sim1 and Sim2, Topt decreases with increasing [Xe], and as linewidth increases, Pmax



































































row, high-powered lasers were used for SEOP - the T sensitive nature of PXe as
a function of [Xe] (which in turn led to HP Xe preparations with high PXe at
high [Xe] by exploiting Topt)[52, 56] had not been previously noticed. Indeed,
studies using broadband lasers have tended to report little or no dependence of325
Topt on [Xe].[78]
4.3. Comparison of Sim2 to Dataset2
Fig. 5 summarises Dastaset2, the results of the XeUS multidimensional
study.[56] In these experiments, PXe and γSEOP were measured as a function of
Tcell, incident laser power, and [Xe]. For each gas mix, the maximum measured330
values are plotted as colour contour maps in panels (c),(e),(g),(i), and (k) for
PXe and panels (d),(f),(h),(j), and (l) for γSEOP. Fig. 5(a) shows a cross-section
of the PXe and γSEOP data from panel (g) as an example - the 1000 Torr mix
at ∼100 W of lasing power - and panel (b) shows the optimal values of PXe and
γSEOP for each gas mix. PXe and γSEOP values were obtained from fits to a form335
of eqn (17).
As discussed in the original publication,[56] the data exhibit several trends,
most of which are borne out in the Sim2 results in Fig. 6. For instance, when
considering the γSEOP data (panels (d),(f),(h)(j) and (l)) it can be seen that
increasing Tcell gives rise to an expected exponential increase in γSEOP, reflecting340
the dependence on [Rb] (by eqns 14 & 23) which increases exponentially with T
(eqn 9). However, hints of laser-induced heating are evident in the experimental
data that are absent in Sim2. A pure dependence on [Rb] would mean that the
colour contours would run purely vertically - as is the case in the simulations
- but in Dataset2, as the laser power is increased, γSEOP begins to elevate at345




SE to γSEOP predicted by
Sim2 across the whole of Dataset2 can be seen in the ESI. γBCSE provides the
greater contribution in every case under the conditions studied.
PXe follows a different trend throughout. Taking panel (a) in both Figs. 5
and 6 as an example, it can be seen that as Tcell is increased, PXe initially grows350
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Figure 5: Dataset2: results of the XeUS multi-parameter study. PXe and γSEOP were mea-
sured as a function of Tcell, incident laser power, and [Xe] for five Xe:N2 gas mixtures contained
within a L = 25 cm, r = 2.54 cm OP cell. The maximum values for PXe and γSEOP for each
gas mix at each temperature and laser power are plotted in colour contour maps (c),(e),(g),(i),
and (k) for PXe and (d),(f),(h),(j), and (l) for γSEOP. PXe and γSEOP were determined from
fits to a form of eqn (17). (a) shows a cross-section of panel (g): PXe and γSEOP for the 1000
Torr mix at 100 W. (b) shows Pmax - PXe at the optimal temperature Topt for each gas mix
- and the corresponding γSEOP values. Reprinted with permission from ref. [56] Copyright
(2014) American Chemical Society.
eqns show that PXe approaches 〈PRb〉 when γSE is much greater than Γ, which
occurs at higher temperatures (by eqn 14); however, this also leads to a higher
density of absorbers, which reduces photon flux through the rear regions of the
OP cell, lowering γOP across the cell and thus 〈PRb〉, placing a limit on the355
achievable xenon polarisation (Pmax). In other words, Pmax initially grows with
increasing T as more Rb is vaporised, but once [Rb] becomes too high, overall
〈PRb〉 decreases, resulting in the lower Pmax values at higher Tcell values. (This
interplay between Pmax, 〈PRb〉, and light absorption is shown in Fig. 8.)
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Figure 6: Sim2 simulations of Dataset2 (c.f. Fig. 5). PXe and γSEOP simulated as a function
of Tcell, incident laser power, and [Xe] for five Xe:N2 gas mixtures contained within a L =
25 cm, r = 2.54 cm OP cell. Maximum values for PXe and γSEOP for each gas mix at each
temperature and laser power are plotted in colour contour maps (c),(e),(g),(i), and (k) for PXe
and (d),(f),(h),(j), and (l) for γSEOP. (a) shows a cross-section of panel (g): simulations PXe
and γSEOP for the 1000 Torr gas mix at P = 100 W. Simulations (dashed lines) are plotted
with the corresponding experimental data (solid lines, square markers). (b) shows simulation
derived (dashed lines) and experimentally measured (solid lines, square markers) Pmax - PXe
at the optimal temperature Topt for each gas mix - as well as the corresponding γSEOP values.



































































i) either γSEOP was excessively low (resulting in impractically long experiments
for the prevailing time constraints), or ii) it was not possible to measure Pmax
without inducing ‘Rb runaway’, which occurs when undissipated heat from laser
absorption or cell heating rapidly compounds the amount of Rb in the vapour
phase over a short time;[47, 80, 84] the uncontrolled growth of [Rb] results in365
decreasing PRb in more poorly illuminated regions of the OP cell and hence
more laser absorption and heat dissipation from the gas into the inner surface
of the cell (and Rb pools) in a self-reinforcing pattern. Rb runaway is more
common at higher [Xe] because the rates of Xe-induced Rb SD are higher and
(likely) because the thermal conductivity of the gas mixture is lower due to the370
increased presence of Xe.
Panel (b) of Fig. 6 shows the optimal PXe values from Dataset2 as a func-
tion of [Xe], plotted for comparison against the corresponding Sim2 predictions.
Overall, good qualitative and quantitative agreement is observed: in particular,
Sim2 predicts the Pmax of the 515 Torr and 1000 Torr mixtures to within 1%.375
The model underestimates Pmax at 275 Torr, but the experimental error is large.
At higher [Xe] the experimental data are lower than that predicted by Sim2, and
this discrepancy may be due to thermal effects that are not considered by the
model that worsen at higher [Xe] for at least two possible reasons: i) increased
rates of non-radiative de-excitation of the Rb via the resulting heat-generating380
Rb-N2 collisions (due to greater Xe-induced Rb-SD at higher [Xe]), and ii) the
bulk thermal conductivity reduces because more-thermally-conductive N2 is re-
placed by Xe.
As [Xe] is increased from 275 Torr to 2000 Torr, the same inverse relationship
with Topt present in Dataset1 is again apparent: Topt decreases from 82
◦C385
to 62 ◦C (a drop of 20 ◦C) in Dataset2, and 93.8 ◦C to 76.3 ◦C (a drop
of 17.5 ◦C) in Sim2 (Fig. 7). Both Sim2 and Dataset2 exhibited higher Xe
polarisations with increasing laser power throughout the tested range. Thus,
the use of LDA powers greater than 170 W (and/or more spectrally-narrowed
output) should lead to further increases in Pmax, particularly at higher xenon390
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Figure 7: Topt as a function of [Xe] for Dataset2 (solid lines, square markers) and Sim2
(dashed lines), c.f. Figs. 5(b) & 6(b). As with Dataset1 (Fig. 2(d)), the temperature at
which Pmax occurs for a given gas mix (Topt) decreases with increasing [Xe]. The offset is
likely explained by a difference between the true gas temperature within the OP cell and that
measured experimentally using a thermocouple at the cell exterior. Experimental data from
the SI of Ref. [56].
100 W to 170 W power range, but the simulations shown in Fig. 6 have no
such limitation. Thus, extrapolated variants (laser powers of 25 - 1000 W) of
displays Fig. 6(c),(e),(g),(i) and (k) are presented in the ESI. If the increased
heat load could be mitigated, greater LDA power would allow for operation in395
the regimes with higher [Rb], thereby increasing γSEOP and HP Xe production
rates. A way to mitigate thermal issues that are exacerbated by high fluxes and
high [Xe] may be the addition of more-thermally-conductive He to the SEOP
mixture (this prospect is considered later with Sim2).
4.4. Optimal Absorption Trend400
Upon examining the results of Sim2 it became clear that there was a distinct
pattern in the amount of power absorption that occurred at Pmax for a given
gas mix at a given set of experimental conditions. For instance, at Dataset2
conditions - that is for a D = 2”, L = 25 cm cell containing a binary gas
mixture at a pressure of 2000 Torr irradiated with a 0.3 nm FWHM laser -405
optimal power absorption was constant at approximately ∼63%; this is shown
in Fig. 8. Here, PXe, 〈PRb〉, and % power absorbed are shown (blue, green, and





















































































































Figure 8: Four selected Sim2 simulations of SF SEOP in a 2” cell with a total gas pressure
of 2000 Torr and OP laser linewidth of 0.3 nm FWHM. Top and bottom rows are 275 and
1000 Torr of Xe respectively, backfilled with N2. Left and right columns are 100 W and 170
W of incident OP laser power, respectively. Blue, green, and red, curves respectively show
%PXe, %PRb, and % power absorbed, as functions of T . At Pmax for each condition (vertical
blue dashed lines), the % power absorbed is always ∼63% (horizontal red dashed lines), i.e.



































































conditions: 100 W of lasing power at 275 & 1000 Torr Xe ((a) & (c)); and 170 W
of lasing power at 275 and 1000 Torr Xe ((b) & (d)). The blue vertical dashed410
lines indicate Pmax, and the red horizontal dashed lines indicate the amount of
laser absorption at Pmax. Laser absorption in every case is ∼63% regardless
of power and [Xe] (62.88%, 63.34%, 62.41% and 62.88% for (a), (b), (c), and
(d) respectively). Fig. 9 shows that this result holds for all of the gas mixes
(275, 515, 1000, 1500, 2000 Torr Xe) and laser powers (100, 125, 142, 170 W)415
simulated under at Dataset2 (XeUS) conditions (solid lines with squares).
A similar pattern was observed when the simulation was taken beyond the
ranges of conditions explored in Dataset2. For example, Fig. 9 shows % power
absorbed as a function of [Xe] for the Pmax values at various laser spectral
widths (0.015, 0.15, 10 nm FWHM) and at various total gas pressures (0.25,420
2 and 10 times the Dataset2 total gas pressure). Each group was simulated
at four laser powers (100, 125, 142, 170 W) and 5 Xe fractions: 275, 515,
1000, 1500, and 2000 Torr (or equivalent fraction if the total gas pressure was
modulated). In all cases but one, the plots indicate that the % absorption at
Pmax is independent of incident laser power, and virtually independent of [Xe]425
(only a very minor decrease with increasing [Xe] is evident). Indeed, simulating
Dataset2 for a fixed Rb absorption linewidth, i.e. in the absence of pressure
broadening (cf. eqn 4), largely eliminated this slight decrease with [Xe] (cf. Fig.
9 ‘Sim2, no brd’)), supporting the conclusion that this slight dependence on [Xe]
merely reflects a differential increase in pressure-broadening of the Rb line with430
increasing Xe. Only the ‘ultra-narrow’ 0.015 nm simulation at low [Xe] deviated
from the absorption trend, exhibiting a lower absorption at Pmax. This is likely
because at low [Xe], we are closer to the limit of no Xe-induced Rb SD, so the
effect of narrowing the laser linewidth (and coupling increasingly to the Rb D1
and the temperature dependent Rb vapour density) dominates the behaviour of435
both PRb and PXe (in exactly the same way as for Sim2 simulations in Fig. 3).
Further similar results - where cell geometry simulations are also plotted - are
available in the ESI.






















































































100W, Sim2, no brd
125W, Sim2, no brd
142W, Sim2, no brd
170W, Sim2, no brd
100W, [Xe] x 0.25
125W, [Xe] x 0.25
142W, [Xe] x 0.25
170W, [Xe] x 0.25
100W, [Xe] x 2
125W, [Xe] x 2
142W, [Xe] x 2
170W, [Xe] x 2
100W, [Xe] x 10
125W, [Xe] x 10
142W, [Xe] x 10













Figure 9: Sim2 simulations of SF SEOP at 8 groups of conditions: ‘Sim2’ (Dataset2 condi-
tions); ‘Sim2, no brd’ (explained below); Sim2 conditions but with 0.5, 2, and 10 times the
Sim2 partial and total pressures; Sim2 conditions but with laser FWHM linewidths of 10, 0.15
and 0.015 nm. The plots show % laser power absorption at Pmax (and thus Topt) as a function
of [Xe], here quantified using the partial pressure at loading at 25 ◦C, for given variations of
total pressure and laser spectral FWHM. ‘Sim2, no brd’ simulations are obtained using Sim2
but with an artificially fixed Rb D1 linewidth such that no broadening is allowed to occur as
a function of gas mix. Taken together, the plots indicate that % optimal power absorption is



































































constant for any given set of conditions examined (bar the ultra-narrow 0.015440
nm case), the optimal absorption value changes as other experimental conditions
are varied. For instance, considering first the total pressure modulation, there
is a clear trend: As total pressure is increased from 0.25·[Xe] to 10·[Xe], the
optimal absorption value decreases from ∼75% to ∼35%. For linewidth FWHM
modulations (0.015, 0.15, 0.3, 10 nm) there is also a clear trend: 10 nm has445
the lowest optimal absorption value. This increases through ∼63% for Dataset2
(XeUS) conditions (0.3 nm) to ∼67% for 0.15 nm. This continues through to
∼74% for 0.015 nm at higher [Xe], but at low [Xe] the optimal absorption at Pmax
is suppressed for reasons discussed above. Thus optimal absorption increases for
decreasing linewidth. Again, further similar results for cell geometry simulations450
are available in the ESI.
4.5. Exploratory Simulations: Cell Geometry, Laser Linewidth, Total Pressure,
and Addition of Helium
Sim2 was used explore the parameter space surrounding Dataset2 and con-
sidered scenarios that could be readily implemented on, e.g., the XeUS line of455
SF SEOP polarisers.[53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 85] In the results that follow, PXe is pre-
sented as a function of (1) buffer gas composition (Fig. 10); (2) cell geometry
(Fig. 10); (3) laser linewidth (Figs. 10 and 11); and (4) total gas pressure (Fig.
11). Dataset2 and the Sim2 simulations of Dataset2 are used as references in
order to make comparisons. Table 3 summarises relevant parameters for each460
new simulation examined in this section.
For case (1), the simulations included a gas mixture wherein He comprised
90% of the buffer gas balance. As expected, replacing 90% of the N2 buffer
gas with He has ostensibly no impact on PXe when compared to the non-He
simulations - in fact the curves in Fig. 10 overlap completely. Given this465
fact, He is likely a strong candidate to mitigate thermal issues that prevail
during SEOP at high Xe density, high-photon-flux conditions because it is 28-
and 6-fold more more thermally conductive than Xe and N2 respectively.[86]
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0.15 nm, He, 3 inch
0.015 nm, He, 3 inch
Figure 10: Results of Sim2 simulations predicting (a) Pmax (at Topt) and (b) magnetisation
(proportional to the NMR signal) as a function of modifications to Dataset2 conditions. Re-
sults include variations (and in some cases also combinations) of: 1) buffer gas (He comprising
90% of the buffer gas balance), 2) cell geometry (1, 2, and 3 inch cell diameters), and 3) OP
laser spectral FWHM (0.015, 0.15, 0.3 nm FHWM). The solid red line with square markers
is Dataset2. For each simulation, experimental parameters (e.g. cell length, area, T1) were
scaled appropriately and are summarised in Table 3.
Raman spectroscopy to monitor in-cell SEOP temperatures.[83] Furthermore,470
the practice of using He as the dominant buffer gas could enable an increase
in the operational duty cycle of SF polarisers via faster heating and cooling of
the cells. Note however, that He cannot replace all of the N2 within the cell
because N2 provides a non-radiative pathway for the de-excitation of Rb atoms,
ultimately preventing polarisation loss.[87, 43]475
In case (2) 1” and 3” diameter OP cells were considered, along with 2” OP
cells with increased L = 50 & 100 cm. Cell geometry determines i) how OP
light is distributed throughout the cell, ii) the volume of gas to be polarised,
and iii) the rate of wall induced relaxation (via the S/V ratio); a large S/V
ratio will result in greater relaxation. Relative to the 2” cell, PXe in the 3” cell480
drops due to the dilution of incident flux, but magnetisation rises due to the
larger cell volume. The 3” cell provides almost twice the signal of the 2” XeUS
cell because increasing the diameter from 2” to 3” while keeping the length
constant actually increases the cell volume by more than a factor of two. Using
a 3” diameter cell will increase the net magnetisation generated, but unless485






































































































































Figure 11: Top row: PXe as a function of laser power and partial pressure for 5 different
total pressures (corresponding to multiplying the Dataset2 total pressure by factors of 0.25,
0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and 10.0, respectively), as predicted by Sim2. Xe partial pressures correspond to
14, 26, 50, 75 and 90% of the total pressure indicated by the blue, green, red, black and gold
lines respectively. Dashed lines with squares are experimental values (Dataset2). Bottom row:
Optimal PXe as a function of laser power and Xe partial pressure at 5 laser FWHM linewidths:
0.015, 0.15, 0.3, 3, and 10 nm, as predicted by Sim2. [Xe] = 275, 515, 1000, 1500, and 2000
Torr are indicated by the blue, green, red, black, and yellow lines respectively. Dashed lines
show corresponding values from Dataset2.
(the current method) are employed (e.g. using large syringe pumps that can
extract most of the contents of the cell after hyperpolarisation [60]), a significant
fraction of HP gas will remain in the OP cell. The 3” cell may also run hotter
than the 2” cell due to the reduced S/V ratio, increasing it’s susceptibility to490
Rb runaway, though this effect could potentially be mitigated with the addition
of He. A 1” cell enables high PXe values but the reduced volume results in low
magnetisation. Both the 50 cm cell and the 100 cm cell fair worse than the Sim2
simulation of Dataset2 in terms of both PXe and magnetisation due to poorer
light penetration. Correspondingly, Topt becomes lower for these cells as the495
cell length increases in order to lower [Rb], and subsequently recover PRb at the
back of the cell (that was low due to the poor light penetration).



































































laser spectral widths: 0.015, 0.15, 0.3, 3.0, and 10.0 nm FWHM. Reducing the
laser linewidth from 0.3 nm to 0.15 and 0.015 nm (Fig. 10) increases both PXe500
and magnetisation, and disproportionally greater so for the higher [Xe] loadings,
consistent with the Sim1 and Sim2 results shown previously in Fig. 3. Fig. 11
shows how PXe is expected to behave as a function of [Xe] and laser power for
each of the laser FWHM listed. Again, as shown earlier in Fig. 3, greater Pmax
values can be expected at narrower linewidths.505
Fig. 10 also shows the expected PXe and magnetisation trends with select
cases of (1), (2), and (3) implemented simultaneously. The combination of a
He-buffered, 3” OP cell, pumped with a 170 W, 0.015 nm FHWM laser gives
the greatest magnetisation, thus investigations of this configuration are highly
encouraged. While the thermal effects of He are not modelled here, its use is510
recommended on the grounds of its greater thermal conductivity that will likely
be valuable in a 3 inch cell (with a lower S/V ratio) pumped with an ultra
narrow 0.015 nm laser.
For case (4), Xe-rich SEOP is simulated as a function of the total pressure,
with 5 total pressures considered - 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and 20000 Torr -515
shown in Fig. 11. Xe partial pressures correspond to 14, 26, 50, 75 and 90%
of the total pressure indicated by the blue, green, red, light blue and purple
dashed lines respectively - the same proportions as Dataset2. Fig. 11 shows




High Xe density, high-photon-flux SF SEOP was simulated using two dif-
ferent simulation implementations, both of which draw on existing SEOP the-
ory. Both validate well against Dataset1, reproducing the inverse relationship
between Topt and [Xe] with good quantitative agreement. Additionally, both
implementations indicate that the possibility to polarise Xe to high levels at525
high [Xe] derives from the use of narrowed lasers and the exploitation of the



































































narrower linewidths should lead to further gains in HP Xe production. Sim2 was
also compared to Dataset2 - a dataset that covered larger regions of parameter
space at clinically-relevant production scales.[56] The simulation closely repro-530
duces experimental PXe, γSEOP, and Topt values over most of the parameter
space and is thus considered to provide an excellent description of behaviour
within the Xe-rich, high-photon-flux SF regime.
Exploratory simulations with Sim2 indicate a number of readily implementable
options exist for increasing the magnetisation output–the product of the moles535
of Xe prepared and its polarisation–of clinical-scale SF (e.g. XeUS-type) po-
larisers. Of these, inclusion of He within the gas mixtures would likely be easiest
to implement. Experimentally, this practice should increase thermal control -
particularly at higher [Xe] where the greatest potential exists to increase mag-
netisation output if thermal issues can be addressed - and potentially increase540
the duty cycle of HP gas production due to the higher bulk thermal conductivity
of the gas mixture. A 3” cell should double magnetisation output relative to the
current 2” cell but require modification to parts of the polariser including: the
optical train, the AR-coated windows, retro-reflector, and the 3D printed oven,
all of which would be relatively easy to implement. However, for optimal results,545
a new gas extraction protocol may be required. Narrower laser linewidths will
likely bring further gains in polariser output, particularly at Xe-rich mixtures
with relatively low total pressures. Combining a He back-loaded, 3” cell (the
largest considered here) with the narrowest possible laser should provide the
best results.550
Finally, scrutiny of the laser absorption revealed for the first time that in
the SF configuration under the conditions examined, achieving the maximum
PXe trends towards an optimal, fixed level of absorption that is effectively inde-
pendent of laser power and [Xe] for a given laser linewidth, cell geometry, and
total cell pressure, thereby providing a new method to rapidly optimise - and555
automate - SF Xe polarisers: For example, once PXe for one partial pressure
has been maximised, all Xe partial pressures can be optimised by simply match-



































































the first optimisation. Implementation of the above improvements will be the
subject of future efforts.560
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Abstract
Spin-exchange optical pumping (SEOP) can enhance the NMR sensitivity of
noble gases by up to five orders of magnitude at Tesla-strength magnetic fields.
SEOP-generated hyperpolarised (HP) 129Xe is a promising contrast agent for
lung imaging but an ongoing barrier to widespread clinical usage has been eco-
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nomical production of sufficient quantities with high 129Xe polarisation. Here,
the so-called ‘standard model’ of SEOP, which was previously used in the opti-
misation of continuous-flow 129Xe polarisers, is modified for validation against
two Xe-rich stopped-flow SEOP datasets. One model is used to examine ways to
increase HP Xe production efficiency in stopped-flow 129Xe polarisers and pro-
vide further insight into the underlying physics of Xe-rich stopped-flow SEOP
at high laser fluxes.
Keywords: xenon, SEOP, lung imaging, hyperpolarised
This ESI contains:
• A comparison of the Rb vapor density curves used in Sim1 and Sim2
respectively.
• A summary of the γSEOP rates in Dataset2, and the binary SE-, 3-body
vdW SE-, and Γ rates in Sim2.5
• Sim2 simulations of Dataset2 over an extended range of temperatures (30
- 150 ◦C) and laser powers (25 to 1000 W).





















Figure 1: Rb number density curves used in Sim1 (eqn 21) and Sim2 (eqn 9). As expected, the
curves are virtually identical. The region between the vertical dashed lines is the temperature
range explored in Dataset1.
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Figure 2: Experimentally measured (Dataset2) γSEOP values (icons), plotted with the cor-
responding Xe SD rate (Γ, coloured bars with right hatch), and the Sim2 predictions of the
binary (solid colour bars) and 3-body (solid colour bars with left hatch) SE contributions to
the spin exchange rate (γBCSE & γ
vdW
SE respectively) for each partial pressure and laser power in




SE ) + Γ, and that all values are given at Topt. For
a given laser power, both γBCSE and γ
vdW
SE decrease with [Xe]. This is due to inverse %Pmax
relationship between T and [Xe] and the fact that both γBCSE and γ
vdW
SE scale with T (eqn. 14).
γSE increases with laser power because the increased power allows greater optical penetration
into the cell, so higher temperatures (with corresponding higher [Rb] and thus γSE) can be
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Figure 3: Sim2 simulations of Dataset2 over an extended range of temperatures (30 - 150 ◦C
) and laser powers (25 to 1000 W). Panel a) summarises Topt and Pmax (in blue) for each of
the gas mixes. Panels b) - f) summarise PXe as a function of Tcell and laser power for each of
the gas mixes respectively.
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Figure 4: Amount of power absorption at %Pmax (and thus Topt) for multiple groups of
(simulated) experimental conditions as a function of laser power and [Xe] as predicted by Sim2,
plotted as function of laser power in (a), and [Xe] in (b). Groups of conditions considered here
include: Dataset2 conditions (solid lines, squares), Dataset2 conditions in the absence of Rb
D1 linebroadening (dotted line, squares); higher and lower total pressures - 500, 1000, 2000,
4000, and 20000 Torr - with fixed proportions of [Xe] corresponding to 14, 26, 50, 75 and
90% of the total pressure (triangles, dashed lines); and various selected laser spectral FWHM
values (dotted lines with: circles (10.0 nm), crosses (0.15 nm) or no markers (0.015 nm)).
Taken together, the plots indicate that % optimal power absorption is nearly independent of
[Xe] and laser power for each group of conditions.
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Figure 5: Amount of power absorption at %Pmax (and thus Topt) for multiple groups of
(simulated) experimental conditions as a function of laser power and [Xe] as predicted by Sim2,
plotted as function of laser power in (a), and [Xe] in (b). Groups of conditions considered
here include: Dataset2 conditions (solid lines, squares), Dataset2 conditions in the absence of
Rb D1 linebroadening (dotted line, squares); and variations of the OP cell geometry including
the OP cell radius (solid lines with: large diamonds (D = 3”), or small diamond (D = 1”)),
and OP cell length (dot-dashed lines with: large crosses (L = 100 cm), or small crosses (L
= 50 cm)). Taken together, the plots indicate that % optimal power absorption is nearly
independent of [Xe] and laser power for each group of conditions.
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